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To ensure that students enter high school able to handle sophisticated texts, academic vocabulary instruction should be incorporated into standard practice to improve language skills and consequently boost reading comprehension for struggling readers.

In urban middle schools across the United States, large numbers of struggling readers walk into classrooms every day. These students, many of whom are learning English as a second language (ESL) and/or come from low-income backgrounds, are hard to reach and even harder to teach through no fault of their own. They enter school with more limited vocabulary knowledge than their middle-income and native English-speaking counterparts (e.g., Cobo-Lewis, Pearson, Eilers, & Umbel, 2002; Hart & Risley, 1995) and fall further behind in vocabulary and reading as they move through school (Kieffer, 2008; Nakamoto, Lindsey, & Manis, 2007).

Research in urban middle schools has found that academic vocabulary, the specialized and sophisticated language of text, is a particular source of difficulty for students who struggle with comprehension. For instance, in a study conducted in seven urban middle schools, Lesaux and Kieffer (2010) found that the struggling readers—language-minority (LM) learners and native English speakers alike—had generally good foundational skills for word reading but tended to be “word callers.” Word callers are students who read print (some fluently) without understanding deeply what they read. A second study conducted in the same district showed that a group of Spanish-speaking LM learners, enrolled in these schools since the primary grades and followed from fourth grade into middle school, had good word reading skills but vocabulary and reading comprehension scores around the 20th percentile (Crosson & Lesaux, 2010; Kieffer & Lesaux, 2007; Lesaux & Kieffer, 2010).

Although research has shown that gaps in reading performance are often associated with gaps in vocabulary knowledge, attention to developing language is not occurring in most schools (e.g., Scott, Jamieson-Noel, & Asselin, 2003; Watts, 1995). Most middle school English language arts (ELA) programs emphasize literary analysis over direct instruction in comprehension strategies. For many of these learners, what is missing from class work is direct instruction focused on academic vocabulary that will support them as they read expository texts in their academic future.

Designing and Evaluating an Academic Vocabulary Program

The Partnership With an Urban District: Finding Locally Effective Solutions

To address the needs of struggling readers, including LM students and their native English-speaking classmates, and fill the gap in vocabulary instruction, we developed and evaluated an academic language program in partnership with an urban school district characterized by linguistic and socioeconomic diversity. Our goal was to determine if regular, systematic
instruction in academic vocabulary in mainstream classrooms could be effective in boosting students’ reading comprehension skills.

The majority of the district’s middle schools are made up of large, heterogeneous classes. Typical of diverse urban schools, the mainstream classrooms (not beginner ESL classrooms or advanced seminars) we targeted for this instructional work included approximately 70% LM learners, and the average students were reading below grade level as they entered sixth grade.

**What Did the Research Tell Us About Designing Effective Vocabulary Instruction?**

In the planning stages, we turned to relevant research for guidance, which has identified three guiding principles for teaching vocabulary. First, because truly knowing all levels and meanings of a word is a complex process, there is a growing consensus that vocabulary instruction should focus on deeply understanding a relatively small number of words, their elements, and related words in rich contexts (e.g., Graves, 2000, 2006; Stahl & Nagy, 2006). This contrasts with the more common practice of teaching a large number of words per week from a list or workbook, a practice that results in relatively shallow knowledge that is rarely maintained for long.

Second, research (Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 2002; Graves, 2000, 2006; Stahl & Nagy, 2006) suggested choosing these words carefully, making sure they are high utility in nature. Spending precious instructional time on the deep learning of general-purpose academic words (e.g., *analyze*, *frequent*, *abstract*), or “delivery words”—those that deliver the content to the reader (Nair, 2007)—is more valuable than targeting the low-frequency and relatively unimportant words (e.g., *refuge*, *burrow*) highlighted in bold in many textbooks (Hiebert, 2005). Word selection is especially important when teaching students with low vocabularies; they need to know the delivery words deeply to access the content-specific words they encounter in texts. Although this academic vocabulary is different from conversational language and essential for academic success, surprisingly, it is infrequently taught in schools.

Finally, the third principle tells us to balance direct teaching of words with teaching word-learning strategies. With instruction such as using contextual cues (Fukkink & de Glopper, 1998; Swanborn & de Glopper, 1999) and using one’s morphological awareness skills (Kieffer & Lesaux, 2007; Nagy, Berninger, & Abbott, 2006), students gain the cognitive tools they need to learn a large number of words independently.

**What Kind of Curriculum Did We Develop?**

Based on the principles described previously, and with our target classrooms in mind, we developed an 18-week academic vocabulary program for sixth graders, featuring 8 two-week units and two review weeks. Each unit consists of an eight-day lesson cycle, and each lesson is designed to be 45 minutes, with lessons delivered four days per week. Every unit revolves around a short piece of engaging informational text from *Time for Kids* magazine, to which the participating school district subscribes.

We selected specific texts on the basis of several criteria: the potential for student engagement, readability at the fourth- to sixth-grade instructional level, length, and the specific vocabulary used. Several of the texts feature topics salient to adolescent youth culture, such as single-gender classrooms and television viewing rates, whereas others address issues of diversity, such as how different ethnic groups in Africa learn to get along.

From each text, we chose eight or nine high-utility academic words that also appear on Coxhead’s (2000) academic word list. Exposures to each word varied across the days of each unit, but every word was used on three days between two and five times, and subgroups of those words were used each of the eight unit days. Across the program, 11 words were used in two units, which increased the number of exposures for these repeated words.

Given the research on how infrequently focused vocabulary teaching takes place in a K–12 classroom (Durkin, 1978; Scott et al., 2003; Watts, 1995), and as a result of our meetings with teachers and district leaders, we focused on building teacher capacity around the how and why of daily vocabulary instruction while maintaining a commitment to a program that would be as clear and easy to implement as possible. To support teachers throughout the 18 weeks, a former teacher served as a program specialist, observing the program instruction in classrooms and regularly meeting with teachers to answer questions about the curriculum.
Once developed and ready for use in the middle schools, we designed a study to find out if it worked for students and for teachers.

**What Was the Design of the Evaluation and Who Participated?**

In each of the seven participating schools, the principals selected ELA teachers based on their students' profiles and classroom achievement, and then among those teachers, 12 voluntarily chose to try the vocabulary program. Students' achievement in the classrooms using the vocabulary program was compared with those of seven other teachers who continued to use the standard district curriculum. The teachers' backgrounds ranged from first-year teachers to retiring veteran teachers and were comparable across the two groups. In addition, based on extensive systematic observation, we found that the two groups of teachers were comparable on overall quality of teaching and general classroom practices outside of the intervention (Lesaux, Kieffer, Faller, & Kelley, 2010).

The student participants included 476 sixth graders, of whom 346 were LM learners and 130 were native English speakers. The participating schools served an ethnically diverse and primarily low-income student population, averaging 67% students of color, with some schools as high as 96%, and 58% students receiving free or reduced-price lunch, with some schools at 100%. Before implementing the program, the average student's scores on the Gates-MacGinitie reading comprehension test and SAT-10 reading vocabulary test were at about the 35th percentile. The characteristics of the treatment and control classrooms (e.g., student achievement, student demographics) were an approximate match.

We investigated the curriculum's effects on students' vocabulary and reading comprehension skills by administering assessments to students before and after they received the curriculum. We studied implementation two ways: Teachers completed weekly logs, and we conducted between five and seven observations in each classroom over the course of the 18 weeks.

**What Did We Find?**

To begin, we found that fidelity of implementation of the curriculum was good. An average of the weekly logs and the ratings of the observations suggested that about 80% of the curriculum was implemented as designed and with high quality; teachers spent an average of 52 minutes on the daily lesson, very close to the designed 45 minutes. In addition, as we described in more detail in Reading Research Quarterly (Lesaux et al., 2010), when we compared the instructional outcomes in classrooms using this curriculum to standard practice in the sixth-grade mainstream ELA classrooms studied, we found that the 18 weeks of designed academic vocabulary instruction resulted in greater gains on standardized and researcher-developed measures of vocabulary, word learning (e.g., morphological ability), and reading comprehension.

Specifically, we found that the students in treatment classrooms had significantly better results on a multiple-choice test of academic words, a curriculum-based measure of deep knowledge of the words taught, and a test of students' ability to break down words into parts (i.e., morphological awareness). One participating student noted, "I felt more comfortable with the words [at the end of the vocabulary program], and I knew them better and how to use them. Maybe before I only knew part of the definitions, but now I know them and use them."

Of critical note was the vastly different amount of attention given to vocabulary in the control classrooms. In these rooms, observers classified only approximately 10% of instructional time as vocabulary teaching.

In [control classrooms], observers classified only approximately 10% of instructional time as vocabulary teaching.
resulted in increased writing competence by the final units. We describe the key issues related to the writing instruction in the subsequent section.

Our findings take many forms and dimensions, telling us not just about the effects of the program itself, but perhaps more importantly, also shedding light on practices to strengthen and improve vocabulary instruction in classrooms, particularly those with high numbers of LM learners who struggle to comprehend text. In the next section, we describe what our findings mean for classroom practice in similar schools across the United States.

Specific Program Elements and Universal Learnings: What Does This Mean for the Middle School Classroom?

The findings show promise in developing effective, multifaceted vocabulary instruction for implementation by ELA teachers in middle school classrooms with high numbers of LM learners. Of utmost importance for reading professionals is that the principles and activities at the core of the program, based on specific practice recommendations gleaned from research (including but not limited to our own), theory, and the basic tenets of good literacy teaching, can be re-created in anyone’s classroom. To incorporate our learnings into instruction, we recommend the following plan.

Start With a Short Piece of Engaging Text

To promote deep word understanding, instruction has to begin with good conversation about rich topics and ideas. However, the discussion must be anchored in text to promote literacy and encourage the use of academic vocabulary over conversational language. We need to support students as they read texts that discuss subjects of interest and are at, or just above, their reading ability. Struggling readers especially need to be set up to succeed with texts so that they increase their skills and their confidence. Short texts are easier to reread and revisit, and work best to reduce the overwhelming feeling that struggling readers have when they approach a long piece of text.

What Did the Instruction Look Like? We selected specific texts on the basis of several criteria: the potential for student engagement, readability at
the fourth- to sixth-grade instructional level, length, and the specific vocabulary used in the text. In the evaluation, teachers and students clearly indicated that texts that related to the students’ lives (e.g., children’s television viewing rates, Internet bullying, single-gender classrooms) were better received and ultimately more successful in engaging students. As one treatment teacher’s log illustrated, the texts often inspired both new thinking and the sharing of these new ideas: “All students were against single-gender classes at the beginning of the lesson, a sign, I think, that they hadn’t given the issue much thought. After discussion and reading the article, about half (mostly girls) were able to see some of the benefits.” The program’s instruction encouraged engagement and response, especially when the students felt personally connected to the text’s subject.

What Does This Mean for All Classrooms? Use classroom sets of accessible and engaging magazine articles, newspaper stories, letters to the editor and op-ed columns, and other short, appropriately leveled texts that will not overwhelm reluctant readers. When possible, choose texts that feature topics salient to adolescent youth culture. Students need to be motivated to read, and supported in their reading, to access what is chosen for them in class.

Less Is More, so Focus on Depth Over Breadth

We can’t possibly cover and teach all of the words that students need to learn, but we can choose a small set of high-utility academic words students need and then use those as a platform for teaching word learning, increasing academic talk, and promoting more strategic reading. Students and teachers need to learn how to think about language and how words work. The learning process is key and takes time. Instruction on a multitude of words within a lengthy text will not be as effective or rewarding as digging deeply into a short but substantive text and focusing on a thorough understanding of fewer high-utility words.

What Did the Instruction Look Like? In addition to using a short piece of informational text, we limited the number of words studied and chose words used frequently in middle and high school textbooks. As previously noted, eight or nine academic words were the focus of each unit, which moved through oral and written vocabulary instructional activities that promote academic development in reading, writing, and speaking. This allowed for additional instruction and practice, working on word knowledge from several angles and through several media. A less-is-more design carved out class time for focusing on breadth of word knowledge and increasing understanding and interest in words.

What Does This Mean for All Classrooms? Limit the number of words you teach, choose high-utility academic words, and take twice as long to teach those words (e.g., nine words over two weeks). Your goal should be to help the students attain the deep understanding that Beck and McKeown (1991) described as truly knowing a word: “a rich, decontextualized knowledge of each word’s meaning, including its relationship to other words, and its extension to metaphorical use” (p. 19).

Students often think they know words that they actually do not know deeply. As one teacher reported, “In my class, many kids think they already know the definitions of words, but are actually confusing them (i.e., motive and incentive).” Encouraging students to use a dictionary is not the best way to help them find definitional clarification, however. Although students are often told to look up unknown words in the dictionary, research has told us that dictionary definitions are inaccessible to most students (Marzano, 2004; Scott & Nagy, 1997). Struggling readers especially need lots of relevant examples and explanations that use familiar language, yet dictionaries are organized with abbreviated definitions to conserve space and fit as many entries as possible (Feldman & Kinsella, 2005).

Instead of using dictionaries as the sole source for word information, allow students to hear and practice using the target words in many contexts, in their speech and writing, so that they can grapple with shades of meaning and better understand all the ways that the words can be used. As a rule, students are not given an opportunity to delve deeply into words’ meanings, yet there is obvious satisfaction when they finally feel ownership of a word. As one student noted, “The thing is, [in school] you read the definition and you know the sounds of the word and you can memorize the spelling, but with this vocabulary program, you read it, know how it’s used, hear it, do all the things that we do with it, then put them together and you know exactly what it means.” Classroom vocabulary instruction must begin with academic words and go beyond the study of superficial meanings.
Increase Opportunities to Talk

Language is social, and so are kids. To promote deep understanding, teachers need to structure ways for students to hear more academic language used, hear words analyzed in a fun way, and practice using academic words. Research has confirmed that language and metacognitive development are improved through peer interaction (see August & Hakuta, 1997; Ellis, 1994; McLaughlin, 1985); therefore, vocabulary instruction should include collaborative learning activities. Structured discussions boost the chance that students will own the new words that they are introduced to in class and will encounter in their reading.

What Did the Instruction Look Like? A whole-class text discussion at the beginning of each unit set the stage for a language-filled unit. We designed this structured conversation to give teachers the opportunity to elaborate on the ideas presented while supporting students as they broaden their awareness of the concepts.

As noted earlier, to ensure that the class conversations were authentic, and therefore more meaningful to the students (i.e., had more effective learning results), the subject matter was chosen for its potential to engage 11- and 12-year-olds. We knew that if the students cared about the subject, we would have our best chance at attaching them to the concepts and encouraging them to talk using the target words. Indeed, teacher log comments included references to animated discussions. One teacher wrote,

My kids had a heated verbal discussion on the word *period*. I shared one sentence a student used: “Mrs. M kept us longer in the *period* than usual.” Another student argued that the word *period* was not used correctly. The rest of the students set him straight that it was indeed consistent with the definitions. Interesting, what a long way they have come.

Activities throughout the eight-day cycle encouraged student talk, including partner discussions before answering text questions, mock interviews in which students assumed characters and asked each other questions containing target words, whole-class discussions to create personal target word definitions, and pair-shares used regularly.

What Does This Mean for All Classrooms?

Increase language in the classroom. Across the United States, teachers talk more than their students (Cazden, 1988; Flanders, 1970; Heath, 1978; Seiler, Schuelke, & Lieb-Brilhart, 1984; Snow, Tabors, & Dickinson, 2001). However, if we are going to close achievement gaps and develop students’ critical thinking and oral- and written-language skills, we need to provide students with significant opportunities to speak and write.

Incorporate structured opportunities for student talk into the classroom culture. Repeat targeted vocabulary words in different contexts (e.g., types of texts, oral, graphics). Help students attach to the meanings of words by using target words in speech to describe a personal event or opinion. There is greater likelihood that students will internalize the new academic vocabulary and add the words to their lexicons if they are set up to use them in class, producing them orally and in their writing.

Teach Specific Strategies for Word Learning

Students need to be directly instructed on how to figure out unfamiliar words, as they are constantly coming up against unfamiliar words in texts. Students could skip new words repeatedly, and potentially lose overall meaning, or be more constructive and pull the words apart, dig deeply enough to find a helpful context clue, think of a related word that looks the same, or think about when they heard the word prior to this reading.

What students do at these crossroads will be determined by the strategies they have in place. Yet, what emerged from the observations of control classrooms is that only 10% of instructional time is spent on teaching vocabulary or word analysis as part of standard practice, despite the fact that knowing how to break words down into component parts is one of the essential strategies for figuring out unknown words. In order for students to be better able to work through more challenging texts, they need direct and explicit teaching of word-learning strategies regularly and frequent review of these strategies.

What Did the Instruction Look Like? Mid-unit in the lesson cycle, the focus shifted from the teaching of target word meanings to learning how words work in order to better support students when they encounter unfamiliar words as they read. One day per unit was devoted to morphology, direct instruction on how affixes change base words into a variety of word forms. For example, students were taught how the suffix -tion changes verbs into nouns (e.g., *act*, *action*) or how the -al suffix changes nouns into adjectives (e.g.,
When reviewing the suffixes -ify and -er, students worked together on an activity that asked them to come up with definitions for nonsense words ending in these suffixes (e.g., nerdify, Facebooker).

Teachers commented often on how much the morphology lessons and practice helped their students and forced them to think differently about word parts. One teacher wrote, “I like that we are going into the different forms of the words. This is very helpful. The kids were excited when they started to realize the connection. ‘Oh, so when you say revise and then talk about revisions....’” Another participating teacher explained,

Students were interested in the -er/-or morphology lesson and tried thinking about words they knew or silly words like “pigger—a person who takes care of pigs.” Using the target words in a sentence helped them make more sense of the words and how the suffix changes the meaning of the word.

As these log entries demonstrate, the morphology instruction helped students focus on word parts and finding familiar patterns in unfamiliar words, all in an effort to help students make sense of the way words work and improve understanding.

**What Does This Mean for All Classrooms?** Again and again, teachers told us that there is no built-in time or standard practice for deep word study in the middle school ELA classroom, and our observations in control classrooms confirmed the scarcity of vocabulary and word study opportunities. Our findings indicate that teachers should carve out regular blocks of class time to be used in the systematic instruction of morphology: Teach students about suffixes and prefixes and have them make charts that show that, by adding affixes, words can change form and part of speech. Have students revisit text and highlight any words that contain the suffix being studied. Given opportunities to practice using the different forms of words in different contexts, students will increase their understanding of how words work and have strategies in their toolkit for when they encounter unfamiliar words, especially while reading independently.

**Incorporate Activities to Promote Word Consciousness**
To exponentially increase vocabulary, students need to develop word consciousness and a curiosity about words. Through playing with and talking about words, students are more likely to become attached to the words in print and willing to work harder to understand unknown words they encounter.

**The Writing Process Is a Powerful Vehicle for Vocabulary Development**
When students can accurately use new vocabulary in writing, clearly they have a sound understanding of the word’s definition and usage. Our findings indicate
that many middle school students need a structured approach to writing assignments to successfully respond to writing prompts or text questions. For writing samples to assess and promote vocabulary knowledge, students need to be scaffolded as they generate and organize their ideas, incorporate the target words, and/or move from notes to a flowing paragraph.

What Did the Instruction Look Like? At the end of each unit, as a result of a writing instructional routine, students wrote a paragraph using five target words. Each stage of the writing routine was heavily supported, and gradually students began to own more of the process. The majority of teachers reported that they felt student confidence increased and writing ability grew over the course of the 18 weeks. Teachers appreciated that the routine was modeled regularly and practiced during each unit. They cited the paragraphs produced as useful assessment tools, indicating whether students fully understood the target words that they chose to include.

What Does This Mean for All Classrooms? Overall, teachers in our study agreed that writing a paragraph is a difficult exercise for sixth graders. In fact, writing days were demanding for teachers and students alike, and assignments took time. To successfully take on the tough job of writing expository text, therefore, students need concrete steps provided for them. They also need practice, since most do not practice writing often enough. Teachers are advised to develop set writing routines, build writing practice into each week’s lessons, keep track of how much writing each student produces each week, and set high goals for output.

Good prewriting work begins with teacher direction and modeling, and encourages structured academic talk as students generate and/or organize ideas with the help of a classmate. At the next stage, students need some kind of support to move to written organization, such as a graphic organizer, and then additional support as they work to incorporate the sentences they wrote in boxes on a graphic organizer into a flowing paragraph with transitional words and phrases.

Remember the Importance of Personal Connections
It was strikingly clear to us that students were more attached to the school material when there was a personal connection made to either the material itself or the teacher. To keep students motivated and engaged, and therefore learning continually, teachers should try to personalize examples given in class and choose substantive materials that will be of particular interest to early adolescent students.

What Did the Instruction Look Like? Throughout the program, teachers were encouraged to make personal connections to discuss and review target words. They talked about an incident that happened to them that morning, described their community or the complex they live in, or discussed how they identified with bullied students read about in a chosen text.

What Does This Mean for All Classrooms? We know that students need systematic, planned literacy instruction featuring language and vocabulary, but to maximize student attachment and vocabulary growth, students need to be personally connected. Texts and topics should reflect the students’ world when possible, and teachers should take every opportunity to use target words, for example, including them while sharing a personal anecdote related to the instruction. Students will be more likely to attend to what teachers are saying and attach to vocabulary words when they are worked into middle school topics, woven into personal stories, and repeated regularly in many contexts.

Equip Students for Success
To ensure that our students will enter high school able to handle sophisticated texts, we need to prepare them during the middle years; academic vocabulary instruction should be incorporated into standard practice to improve language skills and consequently boost reading comprehension for struggling readers. This instruction should target high-utility academic words; teach a small number of these words in depth; anchor the words in engaging text; incorporate multiple, planned exposures to each word; and balance direct instruction in word meanings with teaching word-learning strategies. For ease of implementation, as in all academic domains, any vocabulary instruction should be designed in a manner that makes delivering the instruction easy and clear for teachers, as well as structured and supported for students.

Given the enormity of the word-learning task, no teacher or curriculum can teach or expose students to the thousands of unknown words they will need to
know to succeed academically. If our goal is to help students improve understanding of academic text, then words need to be pulled apart, put together, defined informally, practiced in speech, explained in writing, and played with regularly; only then will students have a chance at deeply understanding the approximately 50,000 words (Stahl & Nagy, 2006) they need to know before they graduate. Equipped with more knowledge of and about words, students will be set up for success in high school and beyond.
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Incorporating this kind of vocabulary teaching into your classroom will most likely require a personal paradigm shift on two fronts.

First, increase the quality and quantity of language in your classroom with the following tips:

- Cut out newspaper headlines or captions to share interesting words with students at the beginning of class.
- Start a conversation about a big idea that you learned of from the radio or newspaper.
- Choose to use a higher level word in place of a word you commonly use in class (e.g., “I’d like Sammy to distribute the papers, that is, pass one out to each person.”).
- When appropriate, call attention to the morphology of a word you use in speech (e.g., “Now that we raised the money, we need a communal decision about where the donation should be made. Do you know a word that sounds like communal?”).

Second, regarding the direct instruction of vocabulary, teach a limited number of words over an extended period of time, using speech and writing.

- Cut half the words from your vocabulary list and get the kids to dig deeply on the remaining words.
- Do not give students lists of unknown words to look up in isolation. Start your vocabulary study by having students think-pair-share about what they already know about each word. Then, as a class, come up with accurate definitions. Show students how everyone grapples with shades of meaning and help them get invested in the process of understanding a word fully.
- When possible, choose words from the text you are using that students will encounter across their academic subjects (e.g., effect, integrate, interpret, function, structure; see Coxhead [2000] or Marzano [2004]).
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